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December 29, 2017 
Aaron J. Kennon                    
Chief Executive Officer & Chief Investment Officer 

 
Friend of Clear Harbor, 

It is a pleasure to present our Outlook for 2018. 

Before delving into our market commentary, I want to thank you for allowing the members of the Clear 

Harbor family to provide counsel to you over the course of the past year. We are honored to serve in 

this capacity, and value our partnership with each of you to help achieve your financial and life goals. 

While this letter primarily addresses markets and their impact on investment portfolios, our work 

encompasses a full complement of considerations in your financial life. Priorities arising from career 

developments, charitable pursuits, aspirations for educating children, estate planning, tax planning, 

liability management, and other important subjects vary considerably from individual to individual, and 

are the focus of our initial onboarding process and service offerings.  

In addition, Clear Harbor’s “Wealth Flash” publications provide further background and periodic updates 

on these and other topics. These can also help frame your next discussion with your wealth advisor.  

2018 Outlook: An Overview 

• Taking the baton from a strong 2017 

The year now ending was marked by a synchronous recovery in economic growth and corporate 

earnings around the world. At the asset class level, sustained strength in both equities and fixed income 

was pronounced as inflation again proved benign, monetary policy began to normalize while remaining 

quite dovish, and interest rates and corporate credit in much of the world trended lower.  

The U.S. equity benchmark, the S&P 500, rose approximately 22.4% this year, while international 

equities surged 27.2%.1 Emerging markets performed even better, with the MSCI Emerging Markets 

Index gaining 36.9%. In fixed income, the U.S. benchmark, the Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Bond 

                                                           
1 Unless otherwise noted, all performance figures are as of close of trading on December 28, 2017. 
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Index, managed a return of approximately 3.4%, with longer-dated Treasuries2 and high-yield bonds3 

delivering 9.0% and 5.9%, respectively, amid a flattening yield curve and healthy credit conditions.  

Among major commodities, gold bullion returned nearly 12.9% this year on dollar weakness; Brent 

crude oil edged up 17.4%, likewise aided by the weak dollar but primarily supported by declining 

inventories and rising global demand.  

In short: a good year. 

• The reality of bull-market corrections 

Insofar as our base case calls for continued global growth and restrained inflation (see “2018 Outlook: 

Economic Growth” below), 2018 could very well continue these positive trends. Nevertheless, equity 

markets and related high-yield bond spreads could experience at least a modest correction.  

In fact, history suggests a decline of at least 10% in equity benchmarks might be anticipated in any given 

year of an ongoing bull market. Vanguard’s chief economist Joe Davis recently commented: “Having a 10 

percent negative return in the U.S. market in a calendar year [within a five-year forward period] has 

happened 40 percent of the time since 1960. That goes with the territory of being a stock investor."  

Moreover, the run in equities since the bottom in March 2009 has been massive and is now undeniably 

long in the tooth. U.S. markets have averaged an annual gain of 18% since 2009, while international 

markets have averaged 12%. We consider much of this performance warranted by earnings growth, and 

note that the last few innings of earnings and credit expansion can deliver quite fruitful returns. 

Nevertheless, we believe the robust profile of the last nearly nine years will be difficult to replicate. 

Disciplined rebalancing and risk management both warrant continued attention as we peer into 2018.  

• Managing risk 

It is worth noting that 2017’s portrait of capital-market strength occurred against the backdrop of 

continued threats from North Korean leader Kim Jong-un, escalating tensions between Saudi Arabia and 

Iran, and uncertainty over key economic and regulatory policy initiatives in the U.S. And of course, this 

record-setting year for markets began and ended with the historic tumult of the Trump presidency. 

Clearly, to assert with certainty what will or will not spook markets would be malpractice.  

However, it would be equally irresponsible to yield to complacency in a world that remains complex and 

unpredictable. As stewards of client capital, we are not paid simply to allocate capital thoughtfully and 

to identify prospects for superior risk-adjusted returns. We must also strive for portfolios that can 

advance long-term client goals even should some of our base-case assumptions prove wrong. This 

discipline is central to our risk management approach to client wealth. 

 

                                                           
2 iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF 
3 iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF 
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2018 Outlook: Economic Growth 

We look for the U.S. and global economies to continue gathering steam in 2018. Key elements to watch 

include positive business, employment and confidence signals, set against rebounding debt levels and 

structural limits on domestic growth. A key question will be whether inflation, which has been scant in 

this recovery so far, finally meets expectations—and what its impact will be on asset valuations. 

• Broadly improving economic data 

While the vector of data can shift markedly from one year to the next, recent trends suggest that 

momentum in the current economic cycle can continue. U.S. factory orders remain robust, durable 

goods orders are trending higher, and employment gains have been solid across both developed and 

emerging market economies. We particularly welcome the significant gains in employment data over 

the last eight years. Increased income fuels increased consumption and confidence, supporting a 

virtuous cycle of growth in a domestic economy that is roughly 70% consumer-driven.  

Also noteworthy are elevated business sentiment, consumer confidence, manufacturing and retail sales, 

housing starts and sales data, as well as incipient signs of meaningful acceleration in capital spending 

around the globe. Indeed, many key bullish sentiment indicators are at high-water marks for this current 

economic cycle. And in a development indicative of the synchronized nature of the recovery, ISM data 

suggests expansion in both the manufacturing and service-sector segments of the global economy.   

• An eye on debt 

A noteworthy risk is emerging from the fact that consumer spending is now clearly outpacing wage 

gains. This has lowered the savings rate in the U.S., pushing household debt higher for the first time 

since the bottoming that followed the Great Recession. In fact, total household debt, including credit 

cards and student loans, is now back at the peak level of nearly $13 trillion last seen in the fall of 2008—

the fateful quarter in which when Lehman Brothers collapsed.  

Thankfully, there are important differences between today’s household debt burdens and those that 

preceded the Great Recession. The runup to the financial crisis was marked by a housing bubble in 

which families financed spending through aggressive mortgage refinancing and equity lines of credit. 

Today, consumption growth is more correlated to actual wage growth, making it arguably more liable to 

come into balance over time. In addition, considerably less outstanding mortgage debt is “underwater,” 

helping stabilize household balance sheets.  

On balance, I believe that U.S. consumption patterns and leverage profiles are healthier today than a 

decade ago. It is a scenario that lends itself more to support for sustainable and synchronous expansion 

of global growth than to the tail risk of another global meltdown. Nevertheless, high levels of debt are 

challenging for families whether they take the form of student loans, credit card statements or a HELOC. 

All tend to weigh on longer-term spending and growth. As such, we maintain a watchful eye for signs 

that the easy money policies of recent years may be reflating old bubbles or creating new ones.  
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• Tax reform 

As Janet Yellen noted as she neared the end of her tenure as chair of the Federal Reserve, tax reductions 

recently passed by Congress “would tend to provide some modest lift to GDP growth in the coming 

years.” I would add that any incremental benefit to growth in the short term may be offset over the 

longer run by constraints from rising public sector deficits, which the tax package is likely to exacerbate.  

With that said, we certainly welcome a more level playing field for corporate America, which several 

provisions of the new law—particularly new, much more competitive corporate tax rates—should 

create. Earlier this week, Clear Harbor published a Flash summarizing key elements of the new tax 

regime. We expect to return to this subject often in the coming quarters.  

• Structural limits to growth  

While we see the economic glass as half-full, we hardly expect our cup to run over. Only the most 

optimistic economists see growth rising markedly above 3% on an annualized basis in 2018, and 

consensus estimates for 2019 are for no more than 2%. Such expectations reflect the structural 

impediments to growth that we have outlined in past writings: an aging working population, slowing 

expansion of the workforce, and less-than-robust productivity in developed markets.  

The challenging demographic profile of the developed world cannot change fundamentally. However, 

government policy can promote innovation through a dynamic immigration policy that balances the 

priorities of safe immigration and growth.  

The U.S. is several decades behind Japan's demographic evolution. The pitfalls of their less-than-open 

approach to immigration hold important lessons—as does our own contrasting legacy of innovation 

emanating from a youthful population and energetic contributions from first-generation Americans.  

2018 Outlook: Monetary Policy 

We are also mindful that monetary policy is at an historical crossroads, with the careful transition to a 

more normal posture underway after years of unprecedented balance sheet expansion and negative 

real interest rates. In September, the Fed announced that it will allow a reduction of $50 billion per 

month in its $4.5 trillion balance sheet positions. It has also accelerated the pace of increases in the Fed 

Funds rate4, and is poised to announce additional rate hikes in 2018.  

The chief limiting factor on policy normalization going forward is inflation running persistently below the 

Fed’s 2% target. Indeed, although ultra-dovish policy was received primarily as a daring response to the 

credit crisis and the deep recession that followed, it also coincided with significant deflationary 

pressures as global trade lowered prices on products from clothing to computers. Despite incremental 

wage gains from tightening labor markets—with more pressure emanating from government in January, 

when 18 states will have established higher minimum wages—inflation expectations are likely to remain 

                                                           
4 The federal funds rate is the interest rate charged by banks with excess reserves at the Federal Reserve. 

http://www.clearharboram.com/blog/the-tax-cuts-and-jobs-act
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restrained amid efficiency gains from advances in robotics, artificial intelligence, just-in-time 

manufacturing and other technologies. 

So long as inflation remains at bay, global policymakers may err on the side of a cautious approach to 

monetary normalization. The European Central Bank is poised to maintain its asset purchases through 

fall 2018; the Bank of Japan may keep rates at the zero bound for the entire year.  

Policy may prove most hawkish in the U.S., with three hikes expected again in 2018 after five since 2015, 

including three in 2017.5 Even this pace may yet be challenged by a flattening yield curve, a situation in 

which a convergence of short- and longer-dated interest rates may signal that a recession is nearing.  

  

At this point, we take the more benign view that the flattening of the yield curve reflects a matter-of-

fact “pricing in” of further rate hikes in 2018, rather than recession concerns. However, the economy is 

still growing below its historical trend at a time of rising public balance sheet challenges. If inflation 

expectations continue to disappoint, the Fed is likely to reconsider its pace of tightening.  

Though Fed policy normalization, inflation expectations and the shape of the yield curve hardly make for 

light reading, we believe these stories will bear watching in 2018. How they intersect will determine 

when this very long expansion will end, how hard the landing will be—and what it all suggests for asset 

allocations for different types of investors. 

                                                           
5 The FOMC raised rates 25 basis points in 2015, 25 basis points in 2016, and 75 basis points in 2017. 
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2018 Outlook: Equity Markets  

We believe economic, monetary and valuation considerations generally bode well for equity markets in 

2018. Indeed, we maintain a positive bias toward equities relative to other major asset classes even 

though recessions are inevitable, geopolitical risks appear heightened, and inflation concerns are rising. 

We continue to see a global equity market climbing a traditional “wall of worry,” with economic activity 

trending above sustainable long-term growth rates and volatility remaining below historical trend.   

• U.S. stocks: Acceptable valuations  

The S&P 500 currently trades at 21x trailing earnings and 18x 2018 estimates. While these ratios suggest 

that the market is above “fair value” relative to historical multiples, today’s context is distinguished in 

several ways. Low risk-free rates, expectations for below-trend volatility, and continued momentum on 

the earnings front in 2018 buttress our view of a market that is not particularly stretched.  

With U.S. equities up some 330% since the 2009 bottom, concerns about a possible correction are 

reasonable: future returns in key asset classes do appear to have been pulled somewhat into the 

present. In addition, analyst estimates for 2018 reflect mid-single-digit earnings growth for 2018—

scarcely half the growth rate we expect for full-year 2017.  

Moreover, our optimism for continued gains is tempered by the prospect of rising rates and recent signs 

of weakness in high yield spreads. Nonetheless, we still perceive superior long-term opportunities in 

equities to those in fixed income—not only in the U.S., but in Japan and across swaths of Europe and 

emerging markets, where the rebound in earnings momentum would appear to be in the earlier innings. 

• Europe and Japan: A closer look 

We certainly see markets in Europe and Japan as cheaper than those in the U.S., with considerably lower 

P/E and price-to-book ratios for the major indices. However, much of this disparity can be attributed to 

significant contrasts in index characteristics, particularly in sector representation. For example, the 

largest sector represented in the S&P 500 is technology, which traditionally trades at premium 

multiples: these stocks constitute nearly 24% of the S&P 500, versus just 12.8% and 8.1% of the Japan 

and Eurozone MSCI indices, respectively. Similarly, lower-valued financials comprise less than 15% of the 

S&P 500, versus 20.4% of the Eurozone MSCI. 

While sector dispersion can explain a great deal of valuation differentials, other variables that receive 

less attention also provide significant insight into why companies, sectors, and regions perform as they 

do. Factors including company size, regulatory regimes, levels of board independence, and corporate 

culture as it pertains to shareholder value all bear on the risk/reward profile of a particular investment. 

Some investors might choose to reflect such views through individual foreign security selection; others 

might prefer appropriately diversified low-cost funds, or some combination of approaches. 
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• Emerging markets: Checking China’s growth  

Emerging markets continue to experience the world’s most impressive growth, and we are inclined to 

maintain allocations as tens of millions enter the middle class and assume more robust consumption 

patterns. However, geopolitical and economic risks appear to be rising for the broad index. In particular, 

China's growth could be crimped by tighter monetary policy in 2018 as the communist nation attempts 

to control its continuing real estate and debt woes. Furthermore, we have seen a notable acceleration in 

corporate defaults and public sector deficits.  

While we do not perceive a significant tail risk from these factors in the coming year, they clearly 

present renewed challenges for China’s central planners. Their success or failure will be a key variable in 

both global economic growth and broad emerging market investment performance. For these reasons, 

we favor allocations to sectors that respond to a rising Chinese consumer over those related to such 

areas as construction or financial services.  

In approaching this sector, we note that diversification remains one the last “free lunches” for investors. 

With more than 50% of the global equity market capitalization outside the U.S., we believe many 

investors should reflect international allocations in their diversification strategies—including to EM. In 

addition to a range of appropriate funds, this view can be expressed through allocations to U.S. 

companies that sell products and services to consumers in these fast-growing regions. This provides 

desired exposures to select regions, while mitigating many of the risks of direct investment into less 

mature financial markets. 

Across the EM universe, other factors next year include pressure on the corporate sector from a rising 

dollar as the Fed tightens, and political uncertainty from important elections in emerging Asia and Latin 

America. None of these points change one crucial fact: the growth opportunity for the global economy 

continues to reside in EM. This is the central case for maintaining an allocation in 2018 and beyond.  

• The long-term advantage of stocks 

Regardless of any near-term economic prospects, certain inherent qualities of equities bear repeating. 

Like most academics and market participants, we embrace the view that, over the long haul, stocks as 

an asset class will deliver incrementally higher returns run versus bonds. It boils down to a simple 

reason: while any given company may fail its stockholders altogether—a very visible risk, to be sure, and 

one that can foster great volatility at any given moment—holders of high-quality bonds have no 

recourse to the potential profitability of successful companies. In exchange for greater security, 

bondholders must accept anticipated returns that pale in comparison to the equity owners of the same 

company.  

To be sure, the balance between security, volatility and expected return is one that must be struck—and 

periodically re-examined—by each investor. However, most individuals would do well to accept a 

degree of equities’ greater near-term risk in at least a portion of their portfolio in exchange for the 

greater long-term return that the asset class has historically delivered. 
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2018 Outlook: Fixed Income 

With the new year will come a new chairman of the Federal Reserve, Jay Powell—the body’s first new 

chief since Yellen took the helm from Ben Bernanke in 2014. As much as any central banker in the world, 

Powell faces a conundrum: as economic conditions improve, most observers (including at Clear Harbor) 

expect him to continue a path toward monetary normalization by raising short-term interest rates. But 

with inflation still well below the Fed’s 2% target, long-term rates aren’t budging, leaving investors to 

wonder if the Fed can manage its plan for three more hikes in 2018 without blunting the economy. 

This speaks to the most significant challenge for fixed income investors in 2018. Either the relationship 

between economic growth, tighter labor markets, and inflation has changed, or we should prepare for 

higher inflation expectations—and higher interest rates across the maturity spectrum.   

• Base case: Rising inflation, interest rates, and yield curve 

At Clear Harbor, our base case calls for inflation expectations to converge toward a more historical 

relationship to employment gains and economic growth, providing room for a rise in U.S. Treasury yields 

and a steeper yield curve. However, we acknowledge the risk that continued disappointment in core 

inflation data could coincide with a weakening in equity prices. This would change the Fed’s outlook, 

send interest rates lower across the maturity spectrum, and perhaps even lead to an inversion of the 

yield curve—a historically accurate signal of an impending recession.  

• International bonds: Small moves, big signals 

On the international front, we look for monetary tightening to remain dovish, with incremental 

tightening most likely limited to reductions in asset purchases and balance sheet growth. Nevertheless, 

such moves would be a critical—and long-awaited—signal that a move off the zero bound is not far 

behind. Clear Harbor can allocate to outside managers to construct international fixed income portfolios 

in order to better anticipate and capture the benefits of these historically and economically significantly 

policy and market shifts. This approach proved productive in many of our portfolios in 2017. 

• Portfolio duration and composition 

In the low-rate environment of recent years, a common folly of investors has been to “reach for yield” 

by buying high-yield bonds. While this segment of fixed income performed well in 2017 and may have a 

place in client portfolios, it is highly correlated to equity market performance. Put bluntly: if you seek 

higher returns, you must accept higher risk—in fixed income just as in any other asset class.  

A truly “balanced” portfolio may well include some high yield, but longer-duration, higher-quality fixed 

income is likelier to provide the “air bag” or protection that investors typically seek from this asset class 

in periods of equity and credit weakness. Although equity volatility is currently at historically low levels, 

we believe now is a good time to emphasize the safeguards of traditional investment grade and 

sovereign bonds within a multi-asset class portfolio, despite expectations that interest rates will rise.  
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The Blockchain Phenomenon: Bigger Than Bitcoin 

Recent headlines have chronicled the spectacular rise of, and subsequent volatility in, the crypto-

currency Bitcoin. Bitcoin itself appears here to stay, and the implications of cryptocurrencies for financial 

transactions are intriguing. But the most compelling story may be the many other uses to which Bitcoin’s 

underlying technology may be put. As with any technological breakthrough, it will take time to separate 

wheat from chaff and to identify productive uses across the economy. 

• The heart of Bitcoin: Blockchain technology 

Bitcoin was born out of a technology known as “blockchain.” Blockchain enables the verification and 

exchange of information on an anonymous basis, eliminating the need for a third party to authenticate 

such data. Its first prominent use was as an alternative currency; some dubbed it “gold 2.0.”  

The financial industry has since begun to adopt other uses for the technology. Just this month, the 

world’s largest asset manager—Vanguard Group, with more than $5 trillion under management—

announced plans to use blockchain to streamline the data processes behind their many index, ETF and 

mutual fund offerings. This decision from such a prominent participant in the capital markets is a strong 

signal that confidence in the technology is rising even as we only begin to explore its potential. Clearing 

houses for trading data are another natural candidate for deploying blockchain solutions. 

• Blockchain’s wider potential 

Beyond the financial sector, the prospects of a blockchain-enabled economy are tantalizing. A Chinese 

chemical conglomerate claims a 20-30% reduction in financing costs from blockchain-based “smart 

contracts” and bills of lading; others speculate that blockchain can bring greater transparency and 

confidence to supply chains for everything from laptop computers to sustainably harvested red snapper.  

The social implications are also powerful. It is not lost on us that declining trust in centralized 

institutions and governments has abetted the embrace of Bitcoin. How broadly will cryptocurrencies 

find acceptance in our own society and in other economies? Will they prove inflationary or deflationary? 

Could they become plausible substitutes for gold bullion as an “alternative currency” that central banks 

cannot print? How will blockchain technology alter how we process, transfer, and share information?   

• The investment opportunity 

In terms of investment avenues, it is still early days for blockchain. We view it as akin to the Internet in 

the 1990s: opportunities abound both to make and to lose significant wealth. Many investors will likely 

invest in companies that are light on earnings but heavy on marketing sizzle and hope.  

On the other hand, as the Internet matured it sparked a revolution in how products and services are 

marketed and sold and in how communities form and communicate. Significant fortunes continue to be 

made in Web-enabled technologies today—and with significantly less risk than in those heady early 

days. This did not all occur at once, but emerged organically. It even brought meaningful profit 

enhancement to traditional companies that proved able to adapt the new technology to their own ends. 
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* 

Our wish is that the new year offers a continuation of the many constructive trends that made 2017 a 

“Goldilocks” year for stocks and bonds. But as we have highlighted in the past, portfolio construction is a 

function of many variables—some of which are gleaned only through a carefully structured assessment 

of each client’s risk tolerance, income and/or return needs, investment horizon and tax considerations.  

We are not market timers or near-term speculators but asset allocators, risk managers, investors, and 

problem solvers for our clients with complex needs that evolve over the years. On behalf of all of us at 

Clear Harbor, I again thank you for the opportunity to be steward of your financial roadmap in the year 

just passed, and hope to for many to come.  

Sincerely, 

 

Disclosure: 

Clear Harbor Asset Management, LLC (“Clear Harbor”) is an SEC registered investment adviser with its principal place 

of business in the State of New York. Clear Harbor and its representatives are in compliance with the current notice 

filing requirements imposed upon registered investment advisers by those states in which Clear Harbor maintains 

clients. Clear Harbor may only transact business in those states in which it is notice filed, or qualifies for an exemption 

or exclusion from notice filing requirements.   

The material contained herein is intended as a general market commentary. The commentary may contain general 

information and views that are not directly relevant to your particular account. Opinions expressed herein are those 

of Aaron Kennon and may differ from those of other employees and affiliates of Clear Harbor Asset Management 

LLC. The information contained herein should not be construed as personalized investment advice. Past 

performance is no guarantee of future results. Information presented herein is subject to change without notice and 

should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or sell any security. Any comparison to an index, including the S&P 

500 and Russell 2000, is for comparative purposes only. An investment cannot be made directly into an index, which 

are unmanaged and do not reflect the deduction of advisory fees. This brochure is limited to the dissemination of 

general information pertaining to its investment advisory services. The current account composition is intended for 

informational purposes and allocations are subject to change. 

For information pertaining to the registration status of Clear Harbor, please contact Clear Harbor or refer to the 

Investment Adviser Public Disclosure web site (www.adviserinfo.sec.gov). For additional information about Clear 

Harbor, including fees and services, send for our disclosure statement as set forth on Form ADV from Clear Harbor 

using the contact information herein. Please read the disclosure statement carefully before you invest or send 

money. 

http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/

